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Chapter 2：Theoretical 
Foundation - Strategy Map 

Since Robert S. Kaplan and David P. Norton announced the concepts and 
contents of “Balance Score Card” in 1992, lots of organizations apply this system and 
have some concrete results. This system measures and discusses more from the 
financial points of views. Those data base system, customer relationship maintenance, 
product quality improvement, or production feedback process etc. are all listed as the 
expenses in that happening period. On the other hand, financial report system could 
not be evaluated and managed the values of those intangible assets that the 
organization would like to create and re-enforce. 

Strategy Map is an extension management tool that organizations could use with 
the Balance Score Card system. According to the authors’ definition, “A Strategy Map 
is a diagram that describes how an organization creates value by connecting strategic 
objectives in explicit cost-and-effect relationship with each other in the four BSC 
objectives (financial, customer, processes, learning and growth)”. (Reference: Kaplan 
& Norton, 2003) 
 

2.1 Four Perspectives 
Strategy Map is “connecting” the strategic objectives which Balance Score Card 

mentioned, the four perspectives. Therefore, the first step of finding out the picture of 
Strategy Map is to identify the four perspectives for sure. In Figure 2, it shows the 
basic template of Strategy Map. 
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Figure 2: Strategy Map Template 
Source from: www.valuebasedmanagement.net  
 

2.2 Financial Perspective 
The most important thing of a profit organization is the shareholder value. That’s 

why Balance Score Card has this perspective and Strategy Map puts it on the top of its 
four perspectives to show the performance of the operations. It looks at creating long 
term shareholder value, and builds from a productivity strategy of improving cost 
structure and asset utilization and a growth strategy of expanding opportunities and 
enhancing customer value. 
 

2.3 Customer Perspective 
To remind the management has to focus on its targeted customer segments, 

customer perspective has four elements, product, service attributes, relationship and 
image, to help the management team to create the differentiated and sustainable 
customer values. 
 

2.4 Internal Perspective 
After the financial perspective identifies the organization’s profitability goals, 

and the customer perspective sets up the customer value, it will need to have the 
specific internal perspective to execute the strategic activities. 

There are four different sub-process groups compose the whole internal process: 
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 Operation Management Process: the process about the production and delivery of 
product and customer services. 

 Customer Management Process: the process about build up customer relationship 
and the leverage. There are four basic processes that managers could use. 
1. Customer selection: choose the customer groups that company would like to 

target at and create values for these special customers. Build up the brand 
images for company’s products and services for them. 

2. Customer Acquisition: transfer the company’s messages to the potential 
customers in the specific market and transform them into clients. 

3. Customer Maintenance: through guarantee the product quality and 
continuous product improvements to transfer customers into raving fans that 
have high satisfactions. 

4. Grow relationships with customers: understand the customers, build up the 
relationships, create the preference of target customers’ buying activities 
and increase the shares in customers’ mind in the long run. 

 Innovation Process: the process about new product, service, process and 
relationship developments. 

 Regulatory and Social Process: the process of following the regulations and 
meeting the social expectations to build up a strong community. 
Each sub-process group could be separated into hundreds of small processes that 

could create values in certain ways. And some particular processes would have the 
strategic meaning and create the key results. Those specific processes are called 
strategic themes. Therefore, managers need to find out the strategic themes and make 
sure the daily jobs are done within the themes. 
 

2.5 Learning and Growth Perspective 
The fourth perspective is about the intangible assets that an organization has and 

how these assets might influence the value creation of the business unit. According to 
the research data, two thirds of organizations did not integrate their intangible assets 
and waste the investments in them. This perspective has three parts that would help 
managers to integrate intangible assets into tangible outcomes. 

 Human Capital: it includes the employees’ skills, abilities and the knowledge. 
 Information Capital: it contains two main parts. 

 Technology infrastructure could be departed into physical hardware and the 
skills and knowledge of IT management.  

 Information capital applications are composed by three subcategories: 
1. Transaction processing application, such as the enterprise requirements 
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planning, ERP system, that could automatically operate the basic and 
repeatable jobs. 

2. Analytics application, that analyzes, explains, and shares the information 
and knowledge. 

3. Transformational application, used to change the current operation models. 
 Organization Capital: it obtains culture, leadership, team work & knowledge 

sharing, and alignment. 
In brief, Strategy Map will help the organization to “build up the template”, “find 

out the themes” and “have an integrated strategic structure to operate daily”. 
It will help managers to leverage the power of intangible assets to create the 

biggest value to customers, shareholders and its community. 
 


